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OUR MISSION.
To enhance the overall quality and awareness of the meetings industry by ensuring the professional development and growth of its membership through targeted educational programs and networking opportunities.
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WOW! Just like that it’s May and Summer is around the corner (and I’ve been told write another column). I hope everyone has amazing plans for the summer! Personally, I have a kid graduating college and golf trip to Ireland planned.

The theme of our issue is “Thirst”. To me that means a lot of things. Our thirst for personal and professional growth that is why we are members of MPI. For those of you that have attended WEC, you understand how fulfilling that experience can be. This year we are fortunate to have it in Louisville. WEC is a large financial commitment, but in my experience worth every penny. I hope the proximity yields a record turnout from our chapter. The education, networking and comradery is well worth your time.

As an organization we are thirsty for participation in leadership. This can be as a committee member or board member. I encourage all of you to volunteer for a committee. It provides insight into just how much goes on behind the scenes. The next step is applying to be on the chapter board of directors. We will be seating the new board in the fall and welcome all. The more volunteers we have the better the chapter is for everyone. Yes, there is a time commitment required. However, as with life, the more you put in, the more you get out. I have cultivated many lasting relationships and lifelong friends on this amazing journey. I encourage each one of you to give it a try!

Hope to see everyone at a chapter event soon and please reach out to me if you have any questions about volunteer roles! Or any questions at all!

Cheers!

Jason
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS!
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The Cincinnati Insurance Company
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InterContinental Cleveland
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HARDI
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The Cincinnati Insurance Company
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National Fair Housing Alliance
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County Commissioners Association of Ohio
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Scarlet City Events
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Cardinal Health
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Pro Football Hall of Fame
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Hyatt Regency Columbus
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Markey’s
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Cardinal Health
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The SSA Group at COSI

LIZ OTTERBACHER
The Huntington National Bank

ANN PAVIC
Hilton Cleveland Downtown
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Cannyboard
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Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center

JACQUELINE SCHMUCKI
Ursuline Academy Cincinnati
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Muskingum County Convention Facilities Authority
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L!VE
Conveniently located on the edge of O'Hare International Airport, Chicago Northwest is easily accessible to the world. Featuring over 60 hotels in every price point, plus the exhibitor-friendly Renaissance Schaumburg Convention Center Hotel with 150,000 square feet of total meeting space under one roof. Including the 100,000 square foot column-free trade show floor! Your group will find the right meeting space for your needs in suburban Chicago Northwest — in the middle of everything.

Meet in a safe, entertainment rich and relatively low-cost destination with nightlife for your attendees to enjoy after a day of sessions.

Want to EARN MONEY towards your group’s master bill? Connect with our team to learn how.

sales@chicagonorthwest.com

ChicagoNorthwest.com/incentive
THIRSTY FOR AI?

Since the start of my career through the last meeting I had, there has been one insurmountable pain point for meeting planners: not enough time or resources. That’s why I’m so bullish on Artificial Intelligence (AI), it’s time and resources wrapped up in a bow. AI offers an oasis of solutions for those thirsting for efficiency and effectiveness in their roles.

AI is a layer of nearly every technology now or moving forward and has a role to play in enhancing every phase of an event’s cycle from strategy and planning to engagement and post event data analysis. It’s added horsepower for an occupation that needs it the most.

If you think about adopting AI as one more thing you must learn on top of dozens of other disciplines you’ve had to add to your skillsets, you’re going to naturally resist. If you, instead, see it as a new assistant that will carry out tasks you’ve never had the capacity to fully realize, it gets more exciting.
Examples of AI solving the biggest problems for meeting organizers range from segmented copy for increased personalization for outreach to real-time translation for more inclusive presentations. AI is more than just Chat GPT and it will increasingly find its way into more and more utilities we rely on.

The headlines around AI seem to only talk about how AI can do more in less time (which it does well) but that’s a path to less meeting planners. Consider adopting AI to give you strategic insights like how elements of your events create challenges for some individuals or even menus that incorporate your destination while having a low carbon footprint. AI should be your eager assistant awaiting your instructions to take you further not just faster.

For meeting planners who are constantly battling against the constraints of time and resources, AI is not just a helpful tool—it is a critical ally. As we delve deeper into the era of digital transformation, embracing AI in event planning is no longer just an option; it’s a necessity for staying competitive and relevant in the industry. So, if you’re thirsty for a solution that will empower you to meet and exceed your event planning goals, it’s time to drink deeply from the well of AI.

As the director of marketing for the ethical AI company, Zenus, Nick Borelli, is at the intersection of marketing, events and tech. He is also the instructor for the Event Leadership Institute’s Enhancing Events with AI Course and a speaker and facilitator on the topic of AI solutions for meeting and event organizers. His work with Zenus is focused on educating the industry on the need for more return on experience data.

www.linkedin.com/in/nickborelli
“I had an incredible experience at the Navigate Conference!”

“It was very helpful to hear from other planners and suppliers.”

“So much good information!”
“Unexpected and so energizing!”

“Excellent speaker and session!”

“I loved the energy (the speaker) brought to the room.”
“I really enjoyed the balance of education & networking at this event. It also had a really nice balance of planners & suppliers. Will definitely attend next year!”

“I loved the networking!”

“Absolutely loved this!!”

“This was my first MPI experience and I was impressed with the topics and the quality of the presenters!”
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

[Logos of various sponsors]

NAVIGATE
OHIO

GROUPS & MEETINGS
by Great Wolf Lodge
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Thirsty for Natural Elements?

Today’s odd juxtaposition of chaos being our new normal creates a desire for the peace of nature. It can be exactly what your attendees need. In this world of sameness, stand out by providing an oasis.

Incorporating the elements of nature into your events provides participants with an opportunity to find balance, connection, and joy. It can be something that differentiates and drives home important points about the content, a new product line, or how a sponsor contributes to the community.

You can bring nature indoors or take your attendees outdoors!

- Imagine a discussion on innovation after a forest bathing experience. (EARTH)
- A short tutorial on how infused water stations can simultaneously hydrate, impress, and save you money. (WATER)
- Those aerial dancers who wow your attendees at the evening event can stay over and offer a class to them the following morning. (AIR)
- S’mores by the fire pit is an opportunity to spark conversation and a call to activate the strategies from an earlier keynote. (FIRE)
- Bring in a local chef to share a secret recipe or gather supplies together to distribute them to community members in need. (HUMANITY)

HEATHER HANSEN O’NEILL

Heather Hansen O’Neill is an international keynote speaker, behavioral expert, 3x author and adventure junkie. She is also a 2x TEDx speaker, host of the popular podcast From Fear to Fire, and a past MPI chapter president. Her signature model, “The Elements of Adventure,” is the powerful framework she utilizes to empower leaders, ignite results, and change the world...one adventure at a time.

Connect with Heather on LinkedIn - she’d love to answer any questions you may have!
69% of attendees would rather spend money on experiences than materials (Eventbrite, 2024) Offering an adventure like a community bike ride combined with building bikes to deliver to local children is just one of many ways you can offer an elevated experience to those high performers in your group.

There are lessons for each of the four elements as well as the concept of humanity that ties it all together in The Elements of Adventure keynote. But whether you take that extra step or not, I recommend you enliven and engage your attendees by introducing the elements of nature at your next event!

More on this can be found in my recent MPI article called 5 Tips for How to Use the Elements of Nature at Your Next Event.
BOOK YOUR COMPANY EVENT NOW!

For Event Planning Assistance
visitgreaterlimaohio.com

Take a break in 2024

Plan strategic sessions and outdoor recreation

Kayak adventures:
Enjoy kayaking around Cave Run Lake, Licking River or Triplett Creek. We have plenty of water to yack in after a morning meeting.

Road & mountain biking adventures:
Plenty of backroads and off roads to explore. We have everything you need for two wheels.

100+ miles of hiking trails to explore:
Surrounded by the Daniel Boone National Forest, you can just start hiking and enjoy the scenery.

BOOK YOUR COMPANY EVENT NOW!

111 E. 1st St. Morehead
606-780-4342
www.visitmorehead.com

Made You Look!

LEARN MORE about MPI Ohio Chapter advertising opportunities
THANK YOU TO OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS
MPI is always “cooking for chefs,” and this year’s WEC Louisville will be an experience for event professionals looking to craft their journey. From top-shelf speakers and education to 5-star networking and business exchanges, WEC Louisville is THE event for event professionals. Register today!
THIRSTY for group dining experiences?

BY BRYAN MARN
When tasked with planning a business or corporate event, oftentimes the first thought is an event center or conference. However, there are a vast number of restaurants that have private spaces with many of the same capabilities as hotels, conference centers and event venues.

Many restaurants have private spaces that can accommodate private groups of 10-100 or more. Some have their own bar, private restrooms, or AV capability. Be sure to ask upfront about any surcharges to support budget forecasting. Other considerations include room rental fees and food and beverage minimums, which vary place to place, room to room. (Insider tip- You can ask the establishment to remove the room fee by increasing the food & beverage minimum. That way you are spending on consumables, not just space).

To determine what space is best for your event, you should know if a seated dining or reception style event is best for your group.

Seated events can be informal with a full service of self-service buffet set up. Others offer family style/shared menus, which are multi-course meals where guests pass dishes around after they are brought to the table. A third type, individually plated meals, is the most formal and may be limited to a few options for a first and second course, followed by the same dessert for all. Individually plated meals can also require assigned seating, place cards and sometimes getting all guests’ orders in advance.

If you are planning a less formal networking event, I recommend reception style, which is usually best in a space with high top tables, a full bar, and plenty of room for guests to move around.
Another consideration is beverage service. When alcohol is involved, cost and liability become factors. You may want to limit guest options to beer/wine or provide drink tickets.

If you prefer not to incur the cost of a private space and take your chance on a large group outing for dinner or drinks, be sure to plan ahead. Many establishments have limited space or allow a maximum number of guests for a non-private reservation.

One last approach for group dining is what I call “Progressive Dinners.” Best with groups of eight or less, you can book 3-4 different places within walking distance. At the first place you have a cocktail and a few appetizers. Then move on to the next location for entrees and wine. Then wrap up the night at your final spot with dessert and a signature after-dinner drink. This type of dining keeps things moving (literally), spurs conversation and helps maintain the energy of your gathering. Besides showing off your local knowledge, it may help you avoid “breaking the bank” as you might with a big meal at one location.

In conclusion, managing group restaurant dining entails a delicate balance of communication, coordination, and anticipation of needs, ensuring a seamless and enjoyable experience for all involved—whether you are thirsty for culinary adventure or simply seeking a satisfying meal with colleagues.

**B R Y A N  M A R N**

Founder of EPIC (Event People In Cleveland) Networking group and DIRECTOR OF EVENTS and CATERING for Ohio City Restaurant Group and Market Garden Brewery:

- Market Garden Brewery • Nano Brew Cleveland
- Clandestina • Smoke & Mirrors
- Bright Side CLE • Bird of Paradise
JOIN US IN SHAPING THE FUTURE OF THE OHIO EVENTS INDUSTRY!

BOARD NOMINATIONS 2025

Be part of the change. Apply now!
Host the next MPI Ohio Chapter Meeting!

Spotlight your hotel, property or meeting space by sponsoring an MPIOH Chapter luncheon! In addition to gaining immediate exposure to meeting professionals attending the event, your hotel will receive exposure to MPI Ohio Chapter members and non-members throughout Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky and Indiana with over $1,600 of sponsorship advertising.

Call or email Jane Lee, Director of Strategic Partnerships, to secure your date at education@mpioh.org

---

**PRINT, MARKETING, PROMOS, & SIGNAGE SOLUTIONS**

FOR YOUR EVENTS AND TRADESHOWS

---

**Allegra Marketing**

**Blue Ash • Cincinnati**

www.allegracinci.com

513.554.1797

---

**Image360**

www.image360cinciba.com
TO ATTEND A BOARD MEETING
Contact: Jason Linscott
614.565.2617
Email: OfficeOfPresident@mpioh.org

TO GET INVOLVED WITH BOARD/COMMITTEE
Visit: www.MPIOH.org or
Email: Admin@mpioh.org to join a committee

TO SPONSOR AN MPI OHIO MEETING/EVENT
Contact: Jane Lee
614.757.1621
Email: Education@mpioh.org

TO RECEIVE MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Contact: The MPI Ohio Office
513.563.8674
Email: Admin@mpioh.org
Join Online: www.MPIweb.org

SUBMIT AN ARTICLE FOR NEWSLETTER
Contact: The MPI Ohio Office
513.563.8674
Email: Admin@mpioh.org

TO RECEIVE INFORMATION REGARDING THE CMP CERTIFICATION/STUDY GROUPS
Contact: The MPI Ohio Office
513.563.8674
Email: Admin@mpioh.org

SUBMIT AN ADVERTISEMENT FOR NEWSLETTER
Contact: The MPI Ohio Office
513.563.8674
Email: Admin@mpioh.org

JOIN MPI OHIO’S SOCIAL MEDIA CONNECTIONS
To connect to our Social Media & LinkedIn accounts
Visit: www.MPIOH.org
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE
www.mpioh.org

Join our Group Forums at http://u.MPI.org where MPI members can engage in conversations, ask questions, share best practices, and network with the world’s most vibrant online community.

They say learn something new everyday. There is no easier way than participating in our LinkedIn group at “MPI Ohio Chapter.” You may even teach your peers a thing or two!

To stay in the loop, be sure to follow us at “MPI Ohio Chapter”

Follow us! Tag us! @MPIOH #MPIOH #MPI